
All Successful Ecommerce Brands are built on this framework

A 21-Module Ecommerce
Program That Will Build The Next

Million Dollar Brand

This repeatable framework works for anyone to bring their ambitious ideas into reality.

AS FEATURED IN

The Process Behind Over $50 Million In Revenue
For the very first time, you'll get access to Jason Wong's brand building blueprint that has been used to build his portfolio of multi-

million dollar businesses. This framework was designed to be easy to follow for anyone at any budget. To prove this, he built his

brand Doe Lashes using the same process on a $500 budget that has now became a $15 million dollar brand 2 years later. 

This is a step-by-step process that came from over 7 years of operating dozens of brands that has stood the test of time. Unlike

programs that teach Facebook ads or dropshipping, the principles behind building a brand is timeless and applicable to any brand

at any time. Having spent millions of dollars operating and building brands, he condensed all his learning into Building Blocks so

you can avoid the same costly mistakes of starting from scratch. 

This isn't another class that promises you a path to get rich quick. In fact, building a brand takes time, resilience, and patience, but

when done correctly, it provides the highest return on your investment because the value of the brand compounds over time. 

Just think about the countless brands that have been acquired for hundreds of millions and even billions of dollars in recent times.

Every big brand started as an idea from someone standing in your current position, except they didn't have the head start

that you'd have through this program. 

THIS CLASS IS SUPPORTED BY

Program Overview

Here's Why Owning Your Own Brand Can Make
You Millions...

One thing most successful people have in common is that they own an asset that grew in value. For some, that can be art, watches,

stocks, or homes. None of them have the same growth potential as owning your own business, and it's the only one where you have

the most power to dictate its value. Think about the likes of Glossier, Warby Parker, Allbirds, and Away -- these DTC brands were

started by people with an idea and eventually grew that idea into billion-dollar companies.

With a starting cost that is a fraction of what you would spend on all the things listed earlier, your brand has the growth potential

to be valued and sold for tens of millions of dollars.

But, Why Do So Many Fail?

You're one step away from your brand-
building journey!

365-Day Money Back Guarantee
We are so confident that you won't be able to find materials like this anywhere else with an offer of a full

money-back guarantee if you complete the program and aren't satisfied with it.

To stand behind our promise, you have a full year to complete the program and still be eligible for

the money-back policy. 

Here's What Others Have to Say...
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What You'll Get
When You Join
Building Blocks

Today

21 Easy To Follow Modules

Over 150+ In-Depth Video Lessons

Action Plans Within Each Lesson.

Worksheets And Calculators To Operate Your Brand

30+ Founders Sharing Revenue-growing Insights

365 Day Money Back Guarantee

Why you should start today?

The global e-commerce market size was valued at
USD 9.09 trillion in 2019 and is expected to grow at
a compound annual growth rate of 14.7% from 2020
to 2027.

Besides being on the path that has created the most

millionaires in the past few years, building an

eCommerce business allows you to create a lifestyle

that empowers your creativity and gives you a

growing asset for years to come.

It has never been a better time to turn your dreams

into a product and brand that you can call yours. It

starts here with Building Blocks.
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B1: The Builder's Philosophy
In this block, I introduce myself and give you the background to begin developing your ideas.

From "Finding Your Why" to your "Survival Guide", Block 1 covers the basic prerequisites to

beginning your brand, where I share my personal experiences and how I chose to maintain

my mindset to this day. My goal is to teach you how to become a leader and guide your brand

to success.

B2: The Idea
Block 2 goes straight into coming up with your idea. I go over the various strategies and

techniques that my competitors and I have used to fully develop ideas through market

research and consumer surveys. The idea is the starting block to creating your product and I

teach you how to not only come up with a successful idea, but also how to validate your

ideas.

B3: Branding
These videos go over the importance of branding and how to set up a successful brand. It's

not always easy to choose a name or to create a set of core values. Block 3 will guide you

through step by step on how to find your brand and how you will be able to begin building

your brand's image for the future.

B4: Creatives
In Block 4, I highlight the importance of creativity within your brand. Not only do you have to

use your imagination, but your potential customers can be an influence to the image that

you are trying to create as well. In these videos, I teach you how to maximize your conversion

rates through creativity and well thought out content.

B5: Product Development
Developing a prototype is exciting yet challenging. These videos will teach you how to design

and begin planning to test your products through prototypes and MVPs. I will also cover how

packaging design can be the key to success for your products and how to create the best

packaging based on your brand persona.

B6: Manufacturing
After you have completed testing your prototypes and MVPs, it is important for you to begin

finding a supplier. From getting your samples, to placing your first order, Block 6 will teach

you how to manufacture and ship your first products. This is an exciting time, but it is also

important to make sure you understand all the logistics of it before diving in.

B7: Logistics
Block 7 goes over the different types of shipping methods that will best fit your brand. In

these videos, I will cover the logistics behind each type of shipping method and explain to

you the shipping processes. When the time comes for you to choose a shipper, you will be

able to understand which shipping method is best for your products.

B8: Organic Digital Media
In these videos, I discuss the advantages to building your social media profiles and how you

can utilize them to expand your brand. Different types of content will bring in customers

from all types of niches, so it is important for you to understand how you can gear your

content towards your specific brand persona.

B9: Paid Digital Media
Creating ads and figuring out which platforms are best for your money is not an easy

decision to make. Block 9 goes over the process behind paid digital media and how good

digital media can be very effective towards your brand. I share my personal experiences and

introduce you to the unlimited potential of digital media.

B10: Influencer Marketing
Block 10 helps you decide which type of influencer will best fit the future of your brand. From

Micro vs. Macro Influencers to choosing an influencer and even reaching out to them, I will go

over all of these exciting topics in these videos. The increasing popularity of using influencers

is the key to taking your brand to the next level.

B11: Retention & Loyalty
Now that you've built up a customer base, you have to be able to keep them around for the

long run. Customer engagement is one of the essential building blocks to your brand. Block

11 discusses the impact of email and SMS marketing and how you can make a lasting impact

with your customers.

B12: Fulfillment
After you've received your orders, you have to start shipping out your orders. With these

videos, I go over which shipping options are going to best suit your products. It isn't as easy

as just sending a couple packages out, especially once you've become an established brand.

Block 12 goes in depth about which shipping methods are the most successful and cost

efficient.

B13: Operations
Project Management is essential to keeping you and your team on the same page. Your

inventory, barcodes, customer support, and other operations are all a part of keeping your

business up and running. In Block 13, I teach you the best methods to ensuring that you are

always on top of the operations that occur within your brand.

B14: Simplified Finance
Simplified Finance discusses eCommerce Finance and how you can optimize your expenses

to make sure that you are making the most ROI on your products. I teach you how to price

your products correctly and how to set up your brand to build profit. The action items

included are also tools to keep you on track and effectively organize the financial aspects of

building a brand.

B15: Business Essentials
Registering your company is actually not as hard as you think. Block 15 goes over

trademarking and copyright your company so that you can officially brand your products. I

also cover how you can find a partner and manage equity effectively through specific credit

cards & banks that will be able to help boost your company.

B16: Store Launch
Launching your story is an exciting time. However, you must make sure that your store is

setup for the smoothest customer experience. In these videos, I teach you how to launch your

Shopify store and create crucial pages to gain exposure for your store. I also show you how to

utilize offers and coupon codes to entice your customers and help you gain as many sales as

possible.

B17: Post-Launch Optimization
After launching your store, you want to make sure that you optimize conversion rate. In Block

17 I teach you how to maintain your store and create the best experience for you and your

customers. It is important for you to create a store that is simple, yet intuitive, in order for you

to maximize conversion rates.

B18: Scale
Your next hire, or product, could be a difficult step for your company. Block 18 goes over the

different ways to scale your company and leverage growth. I teach you the best way to create

a board of advisors so that you can effectively create a team around you company. This will

establish the future of your company and increase growth.

B19: Understanding Your Data
In order to improve your business, it is necessary for you to understand the data that goes

behind it. In Block 19, I will cover the analytics behind your store's performance and how you

can utilize this information to improve the effectiveness of your store. Specifically, I will show

you how to understand and use Shopify and Google Analytics.

B20: Ultimate Tool Kit
The Ultimate Toolkit includes action items for you to complete in order for you to maximize

the potential of your brand. Be sure to complete each of these, as they are all necessary steps

to growing your brand.

B21: Webinars, Podcasts, &Additional Value
After you've finished learning how to build a business from the ground up, it's time for some

additional content! Block 21 includes Webinars and Podcasts hosted by Jason Wong where he

talks about his personal experiences in the E-Commerce industry. There are also more

documents and action items for you to take advantage of and these will be constantly

updated!
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Meet Your Instructors

Jason Wong
The Bui ld ing Blocks  Masterclass  is  taught  by  ser ia l  brand

founder  Jason Wong with guest  lecturers  Nick  Shackel ford

and Chase Dimond.

Jason Wong is a 5x brand founder behind multi-million dollar brands

such as Doe Lashes, Holy Meme Bible. His background in developing high

growth consumer brands led him to consult companies like Universal

Music Group (merchandise for KISS, Katy Perry and others) as well as

Memebox, the $100M beauty conglomerate behind Kaja Beauty and I Dew

Care.

Discovering eCommerce at a young age and working jobs like waiting

tables and even becoming a sushi chef to fund his businesses, Jason

eventually developed his "Building Blocks Brand Building Blueprint" to

turn his process into a repeatable framework, the same framework that

grew his companies from $500 to $15 million dollars.

His principle to 'do more with very little' is exemplified by his $500 case

study, where he shows how you can build the brand of your dreams

even with small resources. Jason Wong
Founder of Wonghaus

Nick Shackelford

Founder of Structured Social

Chase Dimond

Partner of Boundless Labs

Bad Information

With eCommerce exploding in popularity

in recent years, there has also been a rise

in misinformation that confuses people

on what they really need to do to build a

successful brand. The last thing you

should do is play information roulette

and waste your time on advice that

doesn't work from people that has never

built something real. Without the right

framework, brand owners are running

blind, wasting their hard-earned money

and precious time on things that others

have already tried and gotten answers

for.

Saturated Market

Everyone talks about the market being

too saturated and think their idea won't

work before they even start. The opposite

actually holds true in a 'saturated'

market. A competitive market validates

the needs of the people you're going

after, and highlights the shortcomings

from all the brands that you're

competing with, giving you more reasons

to make something unique.

Running Out of Money

Like most businesses, eCommerce

brands have a grocery list of bills to pay

to keep the lights on, but what if I tell

you that there are a ton of things that

you shouldn't pay for and can do

yourself? Irresponsible spending is the

cause for brands running out of money,

and this class tells you exactly how you

can stretch every dollar as far as you can

so you can grow without worrying about

not having enough funds.
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The Full Building Blocks
Class

Over 150+ Videos

1 Single Payment

US$2997

US$997*

*For A Limited Time Only, Get Access For Only

$997
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The Full Building Blocks
Class

Over 150+ Videos

3-Monthly Payment Plan

US$3897

US$1299
US$433 / month

*For A Limited Time Only, Get Access For Only

$1299
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Frequently Asked Questions

What If I don't know what I want to do?

What makes your training better than others?

What is the learning style of this program?

How long will it take to complete the course?

Copyright © 2021 Wonghaus. All rights reserved.

Kunle Campbell
2xs ecommerce podcast founder &

host

Ben Jabbaway
Privy CEO & founder

Adii Pienaar
Cogsy, Conversio, Woocommerce

founder

Alex Beller
Postscript president & co-founder

"For the longest time, I never thought I would be able to pull off building my own brand. It was something I’ve always

wanted to pursue but the idea of failure and not being successful was something that has always held me back.

Jason’s Building Blocks program was very clear and full of knowledge and information that was able to guide me in

the right direction."

Alan Suen
Product Operations, Barstool Sports
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